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A NOTE ON GITTINS INDICES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL RESEARCH
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Abstract

The Bernoulli/exponential target process is considered. Such processes have been
found useful in modelling the search for active compounds in pharmaceutical
research. An inequality is presented which improves a result of Gittins (1989), thus
providing a better approximation to the Gittins indices which define the optimal
search policy.
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1. Introduction

Suppose the random variable X has a density with respect to the measure jl on the real line,
where fJ is the Lebesgue measure with an additional atom at 0, so that jl(O)= 1. There are
two parameters involved in the density function, p and 8(0 ~ p ~ 1, 8 ~ 0). The density
function has the following form:

if x <0
if x = 0,
if x >0

and will be described as a Bernoulli/exponential density. It represents approximately the
distribution of potentially therapeutic activity within a family of chemical compounds if
activity is measured on a suitable scale and high activity is more rare than low activity. The
atom of probability at x = 0 may either simply represent compounds with no detectable
activity, or correspond to a truncation of the activity scale at some threshold level up to which
any observed activity is deemed to take the threshold value, which becomes zero simply by
subtracting an appropriate constant from the scale. Truncating the scale in this way avoids
some of the risks inherent in extrapolating a distribution which may not be of the precise form
which has been assumed.

A process of sequential sampling from a real-valued random variable forms a target process
if there is a target value which it is hoped will be exceeded by a sampled value as soon as
possible. Given a collection of target processes to be sampled sequentially one at a time and
all with the same target, the expected total number of values which need to be sampled
before the target is reached is minimised by sampling always from the process for which the
current value of the Gittins index is largest (see Gittins (1989), Theorem 3.2 and §6.2). The
Gittins index v(S) for a target process in the state (of knowledge) S is defined to be

(1) sup {P1:(S)/E( r)},
1:>0

where r is a stopping time for the process which is measurable with respect to the sequence of
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if Xl =0

possible states of knowledge starting from state S, and PT(S) is the probability that at time r
the target has been reached (to attain the supremum r clearly must not exceed the time at
which the target is first reached).

In general the state of a target process is given by the current distribution expressing our
beliefs about the probabilities of different possible values of the parameters (p and fJ in the
Bernoulli/exponential case). The description of the set of possible states is greatly simplified
when the prior distribution for the parameters belongs to a parametric family of distributions
which is closed under sampling. This happens when the prior distribution is conjugate to the
sampling distribution (see Raiffa and Schlaifer (1961)).

Conjugate prior densities for the parameters (p, fJ) of a Bernoulli/exponential distribution
are those of the form

I - f(m + n l ) nl-l m-l ~nz nZ-1 -1:8
1r(p, fJ m, tu , ~, nZ) - f(nl)f(m) p (1 - p) f(n

z)
fJ e .

If a value of x of X is sampled a prior density of this form becomes transformed under the
operation of the generalised Bayes theorem to a posterior density of the same form. The
parameters (m, n-, ~, nz) become (m + 1, n.. ~, nz) if x = 0, and (m, n, + 1, ~ + x, nz + 1) if
x > 0, and represent the current state of knowledge about p and fJ.

An exponential target process may be regarded as a Bernoulli/exponential target process
for which p is known to take the value 1. There is just one unknown parameter fJ, and
conjugate prior densities are those of the form

~n

1r(fJ I~ n) =- fJn
-

Ie-1:8

'f(n) ,

so that state of the process is given by the parameters (~, n).
The properties of Bernoulli/exponential and exponential target processes and their use in

pharmaceutical research are described by Gittins (1989), Bergman and Gittins (1985) and
Jones (1975). The purpose of the present note is to establish an inequality which allows the
much more easily calculated index for the exponential case to be used to approximate the
Bernoulli/exponential index. Our inequality improves the one given by Gittins (1989), p. 182.

2. The improved inequaHty

The inequality relates index values for a Bernoulli/exponential target process 1; in the state
(m, n.. ~, nz), and for an exponential target process TZ in the state (~, nz).

Theorem

Proof. Any realisation sequence Xl' X z, ... , of T, defines a corresponding sequence of
1;, obtained by deleting all the zeros from the 1; sequence. Thus given a stopping time a for
1; there is a corresponding stopping time r(a) for 1;, equal to the number of 1; values which
have been sampled when for the first time a of these values are non-zero. Let

{
I ,

1'*(a) =
1'(a), if Xl> O·

Thus PT(o)(m, n l , ~, nz) = Po(~, nz), and since the event that T; reaches the target by r(a) is
independent of the event Xl> 0,

PT*(oim, ru, z, nz) = P(XI > O)PT(o)(m, ru, ~, nz)

(2)
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Also

E{r*(a)} =E[E{r*(a) Ip}]

=E[P(XI = 0 Ip)E{ r*(a) Ip, Xl = O} + P(XI > 0 Ip)E{ r*(a) Ip, Xl> O}]

=E[(1- p)1 +pE{r*(a) Ip, Xl >O}].

Now E{r*(a)lp,XI>O}=1+p-
IE(a-1), since E{minj>o(j:X;+j>O)}=p-l, for any

i ~ 1, and a is independent of p. Thus

(3) E{ r*(a)} =E{(l- p) + p + E(a -I)} =E(a).

Now putting together (1), (2) and (3) we have

v(m, nl'~' nz) = sup {PT(m, nl'~' nz)/E(r)}
T>O

~sup [PT*(o)(m, nl'~' nz)/E{r*(a)}]
0>0

nl
=--sup {Po(~, nz)/E(a)}

m +n l 0>0

This improves the corresponding inequality of Gittins (1989), which was similar but with
the factor (nl - l)/(m + n, - 1) in place of n Jtm + n l ) .
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